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Spectral Anticipations 
 

 

Introduction 
This paper deals with noise, or more precisely, with relations between noise and 

structure. Noise has been playing an important role in music as well as engineering. 

When dealing with ‘noise-like’ acoustic signals, the musical terminology usually adopts 

the canonical physical or engineering definition of noise as being a signal with white 

spectrum, i.e. signal comprised of equal or almost equal energies in all frequencies. This 

seems to imply that noise is a complex phenomenon simply by the fact that it contains 

very many components. In contradiction to this reasoning comes the fact that our 

experience of noise is that of a rather simple signal. Also in terms of musical utility, 

white noise is not very useful or interesting in the sense that it does not allow much 

structural manipulations and organization.  

Many musical signals, such as complex polyphonic or orchestral music, contain 

simultaneous contributions from multiple notes or instrumental sources. These signals 

have an overall spectrum that becomes so dense that it seems to approach a noise-like 

spectrum. It is clear that the amount of structure that could be revealed by looking at 

spectral envelope or estimating some average spectral energy distribution is short of 

capturing the true structure of the underlying signals. Therefore, the physical definition 

of noise as a signal with continuous and approximately smooth spectrum seems to 

obscure other significant properties of signal versus noise, such as being a signal with, 

versus without, temporal structure, respectively, or signal that can or cannot be 

predicted.  

In this paper we consider dynamical properties of signals, such as anticipation 

structure, which might be significant for discrimination of noise versus structure, 

complex signal analysis and characterization. Considering prediction as a signal 
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characteristic involves a significant paradigm shift in analysis of audio and musical 

signals. The signal is considered no more to be characterized according to its features or 

descriptors alone, but its characterization requires taking into account also an observer 

who has some kind of an analysis component that operates intelligently on the signal. 

This analysis component performs predictions (under condition of an incomplete 

information), such as anticipating the future based on signal’s past. This type of 

analysis, having both an information source (the signal) and a listener (information 

sink) as parts of a signal analysis model fits very well into information theoretic 

framework. Characterization of a signal becomes characterization of a communication 

process over a channel between music (acoustic signal present) and a listener (systems 

having music knowledge and memory of the signal past). Accordingly, the problem of 

evaluating noise versus structure is considered from an information theoretical point of 

view. The amount of structure will be equated to the amount of information that is 

“transmitted” or “transferred” from signal past into signal future, depending both on 

the nature of the signal and the performance of listening system. Mathematically, this 

can be formalized in terms of measuring the reduction in the uncertainty about the 

signal that is achieved when anticipations of the listener are formed. Before discussing 

further this formulation of signal structure, we would like to state that this formulation 

of structure introduces several important advantages: 

• It resolves certain paradoxes related to the usage of information theoretic 

concepts in music. Specifically, it corrects the naïve equation of entropy (or 

uncertainty) to the amount of “interest” present in the signal. Instead, we are 

considering the relative reduction in uncertainty caused by prediction / 

anticipation.  

• The measure has the required “inverted U-function” type of behavior that 

characterizes signals that are either nearly constant or signals that are highly 

random as signals that have little structure. In both cases the reduction in 
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uncertainty due to prediction is small, in the first case due to little variation 

in the signal, to start with, while in the second case there is little reduction in 

uncertainty since prediction has little or no effect.  

• It clarifies the difference between determinism and predictability. Signals 

that have deterministic dynamics (such as certain chaotic signals) might have 

varying degrees of predictability, depending on the precision of the 

measurement or knowledge of their past. A listener or any practical 

prediction system must have certain uncertainty about its present state, and 

this uncertainty grows when trying to predict the future, even in case of a 

deterministic system. 

Our presentation will take several approaches to the problem of determining 

structure versus noise: an engineering or signal processing aspect, audio signal 

characterization perspective and musical analysis applications, with possible relations 

to human anticipation and cognitive processing when listening to music, such as 

emotional force. Accordingly, there are several possible readings of the paper, 

depending on the particular engineering, musical or cognitive science interests of the 

reader. Next section (section two) presents the underlying principles of the method and 

should be read by everyone. Section three relates the anticipation measure to a well-

known engineering measure for signal whiteness called the Spectral Flatness Measure 

(SMF) and presents a generalization for the case of more complex signal using so-called 

geometrical signal representation. This section is the most technical in its nature and 

could be skipped at first reading by readers interested in audio and music applications. 

Section four deals with characterization of natural sounds and sound effects, suggesting 

the utility of anticipation as an additional higher order descriptor for complex sounds 

and music. Section five deals with music analysis and introduces the concept of 

anticipation profile as a graph describing the evolution of anticipation structure over 

time in a musical piece. Details of the short-time anticipation analysis are discussed in 
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the context of emotional brain models and cognitive judgments of emotional force. 

Some of the mathematical details of the different measures and analysis methods are 

deferred until the appendix. 

In order to facilitate the reading of the paper, we present now a slightly more 

detailed overview of the different sections. In section two we present the two main 

contributions of this work: anticipation measure and its generalization for complex 

signals. The first contribution is definition of anticipation measure in terms of an 

average relative reduction in uncertainty that occurs in a signal when prediction is 

formed. The basic terms of uncertainty, entropy and conditional entropy that are 

required for defining our method are presented. Next, anticipation measure is described 

as a model of information transmission over a time channel and is shown to be the 

information that is carried from signal past to its future, called Information Rate (IR). 

The significance of using IR as a measure of signal structure is two fold: First, as 

mentioned above, it seems to correct some misconceptions about the nature on 

definition of noise versus structure, as well as allowing a new, information processing 

view of the question. The term “noise” becomes a measure of discrepancy between 

prediction of an information processing system (or possibly even human anticipations) 

and the actual data arriving from present portions of the signal. This introduces 

relativity into the definition of noise, depending on the type of information systems that 

tries to processes or “reason out” structure from a signal that it is observing. Something 

that might be considered “noise” in one system might be structured or information 

carrying in another system.  

A second important property stemming from the IR approach is the possibility to 

extend the concepts of noise versus structure to more complicated situations such as 

mixed signals and sequences of feature vectors. As mentioned above, it is evident that 

when several structured signals are combined together, the resulting mix might have 

more of a noise like spectrum or less correlated statistics. Only in case that we could 
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decompose the signal into its separate components, a more precise characterization of 

the signal structure could be established. Even though we are not fully capable at this 

point to decompose a signal into its true constituents, we shall assume a geometric 

framework that represents signal frames or signal features as points in some high 

dimensional space. This representation allows estimation of IR for the case of complex 

signals that could be represented by means of expansion coefficients in some space, 

such as audio basis.  

The question of audio basis and geometrical signal representation will be presented 

through the paper from several aspects: using signal subspace or reduced rank 

representation, signal basis functions are found for representing the acoustic data. In 

other cases one might use vectors of features such as spectral amplitudes for data 

representation. To allow for these different cases we shall denote all representation 

commonly as “data”. The high dimensional representation will be effectively reduced to 

lower dimensional space using variety of data reduction techniques. Using geometrical 

framework, one derives a representation of the data in terms of expansion coefficients in 

some space, with basis functions corresponding to prominent data “directions” or data 

prototypes. As we shall show in the following, the problem of determining structure 

can be reformulated as a problem of determining separately the anticipation structure 

of separate expansion coefficients in this representation space. 

In section three we relate these methods to existing signal processing techniques. We 

show that anticipation measure is a reformulation in information theoretic terms of a 

well-known measure for signal whiteness called the Spectral Flatness Measure (SMF). 

Specifically, using expressions for entropy and entropy rate for a linear Gaussian 

process, we show that a simple function of the SMF is equivalent to the Information 

Rate (IR) for this type of signals. Next, the case of a complex signal consisting of a 

randomly modulated sinusoidal (band limited) signal and a white (wideband) noise is 

considered. Using subspace analysis, this signal is decomposed into separate 
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components. IR analysis of the coefficients in each subspace reveals the structure of the 

complex signal and is compared to SMF / IR analysis of the combined signal. 

In the fourth section of the paper, we apply the IR analysis to evaluation of the 

anticipation structure of natural sounds using Spectral Amplitudes. Analysis of signal 

energy and Spectral Amplitude anticipation structure are performed for signals such as 

cheering, car crash, glass breaking or fire sound. It is shown that in natural signals have 

significantly higher IR structures in comparison to colored noise signals with similar 

spectral envelope. The section is concluded by a discussion of dynamic sound features 

and their utility as higher order descriptors for complex sounds or musical signal 

excerpts. 

Fifth section of the paper deals with musical application of the proposed procedure, 

specifically considering anticipation profile as a descriptor for musical structure. The 

method is discussed in the context of architecture of emotional brain processing in 

relation to higher cognitive aspects of musical information processing. The architecture 

of emotional processing assumes the existence of two separate brain mechanisms that 

interact in analysis of complex information: a fast brain that deals primarily with pre-

processing of sensory information and a slow brain that interacts with the fast brain by 

performing appraisal of the fast brain performance. We re-interpret the anticipation 

theory in view of the fast-slow brain architecture model, suggesting that anticipation 

might be related to emotions. We conclude the paper by discussion of an experiment 

that examined the relations between signal information analysis and measures of 

emotional force as reported by human subjects while listening to a contemporary 

musical work. Full details of this experiment will be published elsewhere. The 

algorithm used for IR analysis is available for download from authors websitei. 

 

                                                 
i .  Get a matlab code related to this paper at  http://music.ucsd.edu/~dubnov/Publications/ 
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Our Model 
In this section the basic concepts of mutual information and information rate (IR) are 

defined for a case of a single (scalar) random process. We begin by defining the 

necessary information-theoretic terms of information source, source entropy and 

information channel. Readers familiar with information theoretic concepts may skip to 

section 2.1, where we define information rate as a capacity of a “time channel” and 

consider it in the context of a music listening system. The idea of information rate is 

further generalized for the case of a multivariate (vector) random process. It is shown 

that if a transformation exists that transforms the multivariate process into a set of 

independent scalar processes, the generalized IR can be estimated by the sum of IR’s of 

the separate constituent processes. Audio basis representation and geometrical signal 

representation are discussed in section 2.2, and the complete flowchart of the 

anticipation analysis algorithms is presented in section 2.3. 

 

Information, Entropy, Mutual Information and Information Rate 

When a sequence of symbols, such as text, music, image or even genetic codes are 

considered from information theoretic point of view, it is assumed that the specific data 

is a result of some production by an information source. An information source is some 

abstract description of many different sequences that are commonly characterized by 

some statistical description, such as common probability distribution. In some sense, 

using the idea of a looking or characterizing data according to its source, rather then 

focusing at a particular sequence, allows one to consider the “significance” of different 

portions of the data or symbol sequences in the context of their probability of 

appearance, i.e. the source characterized which types of data are probable or not, or in 

other words, what data are likely to be frequently appearing or rare.  

Information theory also teaches us that when possible sequences are characterized 

by their source, some sequences become more probable then others, becoming typical of 
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the source, while others might turn very improbable or so rare that they would, in 

practice, never occur. The relative size of the typical set (the number of typical 

sequences divided by number of all possible sequences of same length) is called entropy 

and it is considered as the characteristic uncertainty of the source. The reason for 

considering entropy as measure of source uncertainty is due to the fact that, on the long 

run, only typical sequences are bound to occur, and thus the larger the typical set, the 

higher the uncertainty, and vice versa. For instance, sources that have little variation 

will produce only those typical sequences that are “around” the mean value, which is 

only a small subset of all possible sequences. Accordingly, the proportion of the typical 

set to all possible sequences is low and the source will be said to have little entropy or 

uncertainty. Widely varying sources will have a large typical set and high uncertainly. 

When information theory is used to describe a single information source, the 

concepts of entropy have direct relation to the coding size or compression lower bounds 

for that source. The relation is rather straightforward – one should care about coding 

only typical sequences and accordingly assign short codewords to things that are 

frequent and long codes to rare events. What is less trivial is the fact that the bound on 

the number of bits per symbol that could be achieved by a compression system is 

exactly the entropy. 

What is more interesting for our case is the aspect of information theory that deals 

with information channels, or relation between one type of data that is termed 

information source and another type of data, which is hopefully closely related but not 

identically equal, called information sink. Before proceeding to describe information 

channels, we would need to describe briefly the concept of mutual and conditional 

entropy that are used to characterize the relationship in uncertainty or information 

between two or more information sources. 

Mutual information is used to describe the cross-section between entropies of two 

variables, as shown in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Entropy or x,y and pair (x,y), Conditional Entropy and Mutual Information 

 

Denote by  the entropy of source x, depicted by the left 

(orange) circle in the figure, H(y) the right (green) circle of source y and H(x,y) depicts 

the outer contour of both sources together. Conditional information H(x|y) depicts the 

uncertainty about x if y is known or H(y|x) vice versa. I(x,y) is the cross-section that 

indicates how much overlap in uncertainty occurs between x and y, i.e. how much 

information one variable carries about the other. In extreme cases, if the two sources x 

and y are independent, the two circles will have no overlap and I(x,y)=0, accordingly. If 

x and y are exactly equivalent, i.e. knowing x is equivalent to know y and vice versa, the 

two circles then will completely overlap each other and I(x,y)=H(x)=H(y)=H(x,y). The 

conditional entropy in such case is zero, since knowledge of one variable completely 

descirbes the other, leaving no conditional uncertainty, i.e. H(x|y)=H(y|x)=0.  

( ) ( ) log ( )H x p x p x= ∑

Mathematically, the above relations have simple algebraic expression and are 

directly related to the marginal distributions P(x), P(y) and their common distribution 

P(x,y). 

( , ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) ( | )
( , )( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) log

( ) ( )

I X Y H X H X Y H Y H Y X
P x yH X H Y H X Y P x y

P x P y

= − = −

= + − = ∑
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Information Channel, Information Rate and Anticipation as Capacity of a “time-

channel” 

 

The concept of mutual information is commonly used for theoretical 

characterization of the amount of information transmitted through a communication 

channel. In a communication setup the channel introduces errors during the 

transmission process, causing some of the information between the input and output 

signals to be lost. In this context, x could be the source or entry into the channel and 

y could be the sink or output of the cannel. The task of the information receiver is to 

reconstruct x from listening to y. Mutual information in this case measures the 

reduction of uncertainly that a received signal y carries about the transmitted signal 

x. If the channel is useless, mutual information between the source and sink is zero 

and no information is passed through the channel, so that listening to y gives no 

knowledge about what x was actually transmitted. The concept of mutual 

information is closely related to the capacity of the communication channel in 

communication, telling us in practice how many bits per second could be 

transmitted over some network. 

 

 ( , ) ( ) ( | )I x y H x H x y= −

 

Channel. 
 

  

  Source x Receiver y 

 

 
Figure 2: Information Source, Channel and Receiver diagram. See text for more 

detail. 
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For the purpose of current discussion we will consider a particular type of channel, 

whose input is the history of the signal up to the current point in time and the output is 

the next sample. The transmission process over a noisy channel has now the 

interpretation of prediction/ anticipation in time. The information at the sink y becomes 

now a sequence of variables containing the history available to the receiver 

prior to its receiving or hearing of 

121 ,...,, −nxxx

nx . We would like to know how much information is 

carried by the history towards the current sample nx .  

Information Rate (IR, also to be called scalar IR) is defined as the difference between 

the information contained in the variables  and  nxxx ,...,, 21 121 ,...,, −nxxx

 

1 2 1 2 1( , ,..., ) ( ) ( | , ,..., ).n n n nx x x H x H x x x xρ −= −  

 

It can be shown, using appropriate definition of mutual information for multiple 

variables (also called multi-information), that IR equals to the additional amount of 

information that is added when one more sample of the process is observed, i.e.  

 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1( , ,..., ) ( , ,..., ) ( , ,..., ).n nx x x I x x x I x x xnρ −= −  

 

One can interpret IR as the capacity of a “time-channel”, or the amount of 

information that a signal carries into its future. This is quantitatively measured by the 

number bits that are needed to describe the next event once anticipation or prediction 

based on the past is established. Let us now discuss the significance of IR approach by 

means of several abstract examples or use cases. 

 

Example cases: 

Listener-Music system: 
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Let us consider a musical situation: Listener – makes predictions, forms 

expectations. Music source – generates new samples. Structure = something that can 

be predicted. Noise = unpredictable flow of data. In case of a white noise, no 

information is carried by the signal into the future. Mathematically it is expressed by 

the fact that the entropy rate and the marginal entropies are equal.  

 

Relativity of noise: 

Let us consider a situation where two systems are trying to form expectations 

about the same data. One system has a correct model, which allows making good 

predictions for the next symbol. In such a case the amount of information that is 

needed to describe the next sample is proportional to the size of the remaining error. 

If the original uncertainty about the signal was large but the remaining uncertainty 

after prediction is small, the system manages to reveal the signal structure and 

achieve its information-processing task. If a second system does not have the 

capability of making correct predictions, the amount of bits needed to code the next 

symbol remains almost equal to the amount of bits required for coding the signal “as 

is”, i.e. without prediction. In such a case the discrepancy between the two coding 

lengths is zero and no information reduction was achieved by the system. 

 

Signal Characterization: 

The above discussion suggests that the IR is dependent on the nature of the 

information processing system, as well as the type of a signal. Only in case of an 

ideal system that has access to complete signal statistics, the IR becomes a 

characterization of the signal alone, independent of the information processing 

system. 

 

Determinism versus Predictability: 
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An interesting application of IR is characterization of chaotic processes. 

Considering for instance a Logistic map ( 1) ( )(1 ( ))x n x n x nα+ = −  it is evident that 

knowledge of ( )x n provides complete information for prediction of . A closer 

look at the problem reveals that if the precision of measuring

( 1x n + )

( )x n is limited, the 

measurement error increases with time. For 4α = (chaos), the error approximately 

doubles every step, increasing the uncertainty by factor two, which amounts to loss 

of 1 bit in information. This example shows that even complete knowledge of system 

dynamics might not suffice to make perfect predictions and that IR is dependent on 

the nature of measurement as well.  

 

Extension of the IR for the case of multivariate (vector) process 

 

In the case of complex signals, such as signal comprised of several components, 

signals described by sequences of spectral descriptors or other feature vectors, we might 

need to consider new type of data that is a sequence of multiple variables or vectors in a 

high dimensional space. We will discuss such representations in the context of audio 

basis and geometric signal representation at length in the following section. Using 

capital letter notation for vector variables, we denote a sequence of vectors 

by 1 2... LX X X and generalize the IR definition (to be called vector IR) as 

 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1( , ,..., ) ( , ,..., ) { ( , ,..., ) ( )}n

L L L LX X X I X X X I X X X I Xρ −− + L  

 

The new definition of multivariate information rate represents the difference in 

information over L consecutive vectors minus the sum of information in the first L-1 

vectors and the mutual information between the components within the last vector LX . 

Let us assume next that some transformation exists that makes the components 

after transformation statistically independent. Using relations between 1 2... LS S S
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entropies of a linear transformation of random vectors, it can be shown [Dubnov 2003] 

that IR may be calculated as a sum of IRs of the individual components ,  ( ), 1..is n i n=

1 2
1

( , ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))
n

n
L L i

i
iX X X s i s Lρ ρ

=

= ∑ , 

The vector IR generalization allows identification of the structural components as 

those components that have predictable or structural trajectories. Components that have 

no structure would have low IR in their transformed coefficients.  

 

Example 1:  Scalar IR equivalence to Spectral Flatness  

Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) [Jayant] is a well-known method for evaluation of 

the distance of a process from being a white noise. It is also widely used as a measure 

for “compressibility” of a process, as well as an important feature for sound 

classification [Allamanche]. Given a signal with power spectrum ( )S ω , SFM is defined 

as  
1exp( ln ( ) )

2
1 ( )

2

S d
SFM

S d

π

π
π

π

ω ω
π

ω ω
π

−

−

=
∫

∫
 

 

and is positive and less or equal to one. SFM equals for a white noise signal. 

Scalar Information Rate (IR) was defined as the difference between the information 

contained in the variables  and , i.e. the additional amount of 

information that is added when one more sample of the process is observed. It can be 

shown that for large n, IR equals the difference between the marginal entropy and 
entropy rate of the sequence or signal x(n), 

nxxx ,...,, 21 121 ,...,, −nxxx

1( ) lim ( ,..., ) ( ) ( ),nn rx x x H x H xρ ρ
→∞

= = −  where 

entropy rate is the limit of conditional entropy for large n,  
. 1 2 1( ) lim ( | , ,..., )r nn

H x H x x x x −→∞
= n
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As will be shown in the Appendix, using expressions for the entropy and entropy 

rate of Gaussian process, one arrives at the following relation  

 

( ) exp( 2 ( ))SFM x xρ= − .  

 

Equivalently, one can express IR as a function of SFM 

 

 1( ) log( ( ))
2

x SFM xρ = − . 

Figure 3 shows the close relation between spectral flatness and the IR measure for a 

jungle noise signal. The figure contains the IR measure drawn on top of the signal 

spectrogram (the values of the IR were scales so that it would display conveniently on 

top of the spectrogram). It can be seen that signal segments that contain flat spectrum 

(either silence or bursts of high bandwidth noise) correspond to low IR, while segments 

that contain harmonic or narrow band noise have higher IR. It should be noted that this 

example contains alternating sounds of mostly pitched bird singing alternating with 

noisy bird cries. In the next example we will consider a situation of mixed periodic and 

noisy signals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Signal IR plotted on top of the signal spectrogram. See text for more detail. 
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Example 2: Vector IR Analysis of Mixed Sinusoidal and Noise components 

In the previous example we have considered application of IR directly on the sound 

signal. Let us consider now for example the case of a mixed sinusoidal signal and noise. 

Given a sinusoidal signal ( ) sin( )x t tω ϕ= +  and a white noise signal , we may find 

the signal and noise spaces using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on sequence of 

signal frames. Let us denote by 

( )n t

1 1 2 2 1 2 2 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 2[ , ,..., ] , [ , ,..., ] ,..., [ , ,..., ]T T
n n n n i i n i n

T
inX x x x X x x x X x x x+ + − + − += = =  

the column vectors comprising of non-overlapping signal frames of size n. 

Concatenating the sequence of L signal segments into a matrix 1 2[ ... ]LX X X X= , we 

apply SVD to obtain a decomposition TX U V= Λ , which gives the n basis vectors in 

columns of the U matrix (orthogonal n dimensional vectors), a diagonal matrix Λ that 

gives the n variances of the coefficients and the first n-rows of the matrix that give 

the  normalized expansion coefficients in this space.  

TV

Since IR is independent of the variance, we may evaluate the IR separately for each 

of the first n-rows of the matrix . Figure 7 shows the results of applying SVD to the 

sinusoidal and noise signal. The first two basis vectors are the two quadrature 

sinusoidal components. The remaining basis vectors are the noise components.  Figure 8 

shows the corresponding expansion coefficients. 

TV

 

 

Figure 4: Four basis vectors (shown as rows) obtained using SVD analysis.  
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Figure 5: Expansion coefficients that correspond to the basis vectors of Fig. 7 

   

Comparison of the IR and SFM values based on scalar and vector IR estimates of 

sinusoidal, noise and sinusoidal+noise signals is given in Table 1.  Since SFM is 

bounded between zero and one, it makes somewhat easier to consider the SFM values 

(appearing in brackets) in order to evaluate the amount of structure, with SFM value 

being close to one indicates noise and value near zero indicates structure.  

 

 Sinusoid Noise Sin+Noise 

Scalar IR  (SFM) 6.31 (3e-6) 8.7e-5 (0.99) 0.16 (0.72) 

Vector IR  (SFM) 8.18 (7e-8)  0.21 (0.657) 2.44 (0.007) 

 

This shows that the amount of structure revealed by vector IR for the 

sinusoidal+noise (or narrow band + wideband noise) signal is significantly higher then 

IR estimated directly from the sum signal. It can be noted that vector IR estimation of 

noise components is imperfect, as it tends to have a bias toward structure. In general 

there seems to be a tradeoff between the precision of estimation of structured and noise 

components using the SFM procedure. Using low-resolution spectral analysis in the 

SFM allows better averaging and improved estimation of noise spectrum. This comes at 

the expense of poorer estimation of peaked or spectrally structured components. Using 
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high-resolution spectral estimate causes better resolution of the spectral peaks on but 

sparser and thus more structured estimates in case of noise spectrum. 

The method of applying prediction analysis to evolution of transform coefficients 

seems to capture important properties of signals. Exploring dynamics of features in 

general and IR in particular seems to have several engineering applications, such as 

change detection, feature selection based on amount of coefficient structure, better 

signal recognition and matching or possibly better signal representation and 

compression. In the next section we shall consider one particular application of the 

generalized IR for the purpose of audio signal characterization.  

 

Audio Basis and Subspace Representation 
 

The purpose of audio feature extraction is to obtain a low-complexity description of audio 

content from the audio signal. Audio processing is commonly performed on blocks of audio 

samples using a sliding-window that extracts signal segments (also called frames) from the 

incoming audio stream. A common approach in such processing is to transform the frames into 

spectral representation using short-time Fourier transform (STFT). It should be noted that each 

frame could be mathematically considered as a vector in a high dimensional space. This 

approach can be generalized using additional types of transforms such as such as various types 

of filter banks, cepstral analysis or auditory models.  

 

Spectral Audio Basis  
 

A balanced tradeoff between reducing the dimensionality of data and retaining maximum 

information content must be achieved. For these reasons, various researchers and standards (such 

as the MPEG-7 audio group) proposed a feature extraction method based on the projection of the 

transformed frames of the spectrum into a low-dimensional representation using selected basis 

functions. A scheme of such feature extraction system is described in Figure 4. 
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 Data 
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Window  

 
Figure 6:  Geometrical signal representation consisting of a transform operation 

followed by basis selection and data reduction. 

 

In order to assure independence between the frequency coefficients, an 

additional statistical procedure has to be applied to the different frequency channels. 

Although Fourier channels are asymptotically independent, short term statistics of 

different spectral channels may have significant cross correlation. This dependence 

can be effectively removed using various methods to be described in the following 

section. Another common representation of spectral contents of audio signals is by 

means of cepstral coefficients [Oppenheim]. One of the great advantages of the 

cepstrum is its ability to capture different details of signal spectrum in one 

representation. For instance, the energy of the signal corresponds to first cepstral 

coefficient. Lower cepstral coefficients capture the shape of the spectral envelope or 

represent the smooth or gross spectral details. Detailed spectral variations such as 

spectral peaks due to pitch (the actual notes played) or other long signal correlations 

appear in the higher cepstral coefficients. Using part of the cepstrum allows an easy 

control over the type of spectral information that we would like to consider for the 

IR analysis. More details about the cepstral representation will be given in the 

section dealing with application of IR to musical signals. 

 

Subspace Modeling 
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Subspace modeling (also known as low-rank modeling) is a general approach to 

representation of experimental data by use of Transform and Projection algorithms. 

Considering a geometrical representation of a process the samples of the signal are 

considered combinations of expansion coefficients in a certain basis. Clever choice of 

the basis carries several advantages, which allow various applications, such as 

Energy Compaction (Compression), Noise Reduction, Interference Cancellation, 

Signal Characterization (projection onto separate signal and noise spaces) and 

Improved Recognition (find features, filter our noise). The basic idea behind 

subspace modeling is that a signal of interest can be represented by linear 

combination of few strong components (basis functions). The rest of the signal (parts 

that contain noise, interference and etc.) are assumed to reside in a different 

subspace and hopefully are weak and approximately evenly distributed. There are 

several methods for estimation of low rank models: 

• Eigen-Spectral Analysis and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). 

• Principal Components Analysis (also known as Karhunen-Loeve 

Transform KLT)  

• Independent Component Analysis methods (ICA) 

Mathematical formulation of the subspace model is the following: Assume that 

the measurements are collected into frames of n samples each, thus consisting a 

vector x. The low rank model is written then as: 

X AS n= +  

where X are the actual measurements (resulting signal), S are the expansion 

coefficients, sometimes also considered as the separate source components, A is an 

(m x n) array of basis vectors and n is an additive noise independent of S. Written 

explicitly, the former equation represents x as a combination of basis vectors that are 

the columns of A 
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In our case we are interested, in addition to the compaction or the noise removal 

property, also in independence of expansion coefficients S to allow estimation of IR. 

Both subspace modeling and signal independence can be achieved at once by means 

of Principle Components Analysis (PCA) for the case of a Gaussian multivariate 

processii. For more general type of multivariate processes, more sophisticated 

methods such as independent components analysis (ICA) could be used in case that 

the signals are non-Gaussian. For the purposes of the present discussion we shall 

assume that for most practical purposes our signals could be assumed to be 

multivariate Gaussian. Accordingly, we will consider PCA or its alternative 

formulation using singular value decomposition (SVD). The details of SVD are given 

in the appendix. When a sequence of features is observed over time, we represent 

them collectively using matrix notation 1 2...X X , with columns arranged in the order 

of subsequent feature vectors. Applying subspace modeling, the features are 

represeted as a sequence of coefficients s in time, with basis functions given by basis 

vectors written as columns of matrix A and usually ignoring the remaining noise 

components n. 

 

[ ]
1 1

2 1
1 2

1

(1) (2) ...
(1) (2) ......

...
(1) (2) ...m

s s
s sX X A

s s

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ n= +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  

                                                 
ii PCA procedure causes the components to be uncorrelated, which in general is not sufficient condition for 
statistical independence. In case of a Gaussian process, uncorrelated components are indeed independent.   
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Anticipation Algorithm 
 

Having defined the various components that are necessary for IR analysis of 

complex signals, we present in Figure 3 the complete algorithm for analysis of IR 

using Signal Subspace or Spectral Basis representations.  The first stage of analysis is 

deriving an appropriate geometrical representation, either as frames of audio 

samples or some features extracted from these frames, such as STFT, Filter Banks, 

Cepstral, MFCC or some other method. The following step is basis decomposition of 

the data combine with data reduction by project of the features into a lower 

dimensional subspace. The final step of the method is a separate estimation of the IR 

of the individual components, according to the principles of IR estimation for 

multivariate / vector processes that were described in paragraph 2.1 

 

. . . 
 Independence/Decorrelation and Subspace Projection 

Transform into Spectral Feature frames 

+ 

S1(t) S2(t) 
IR IR 

SN(t) 
IR 

X 

Sound In 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Anticipation algorithm flowchart 
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Having described the different stages in the anticipation algorithm, we proceed 

next to describing the application of this method to audio characterization and 

musical analysis.  
 

 

Application of IR for Audio Signal Characterization 
 

In this section we examine several natural sounds that have a common characteristic 

of containing significant energy throughout their whole spectrum. Figure 8 shows the 

magnitude spectrum on dB scale (log-magnitude) of one such example of a cheering 

crowd sound. This sound contains a dense mixture of different types of cheering 

sounds. Some of the hand clapping can be seen as the vertical lines while the vocal 

exclamations appear as several narrow spectral peaks varying in time.  

 

 

Figure 8: Cheering Crowd Spectrogram. 

 

Performing vector IR analysis shows that different coefficients contain different IR 

structure. Figure 10 shows the result of IR analysis with FFT of size 256 with 50 percent 

overlap. Total of 129 spectral bins are retained (half the total bins due to symmetry or 

the STFT plus the first bin). The IR analysis was preformed by SVD of spectral log-
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magnitude matrix and calculation of scalar IR of each of the first 129 expansion 

coefficients. Estimation of IR was done using SFM method with Welch spectral 

estimation with resolution of 64 spectral bins.  

 

 
Figure 9: Vector IR analysis of cheering crowd signal using spectral log-magnitude 

features and SVD-derived basis. 

 

The results of vector IR were compared to scalar IR evaluated directly on the 

cheering crowd signal and with a synthetic signal that was constructed by passing a 

white noise through a filter with the same average spectral envelopeiii. The results are as 

follows: 

Original signal: 

Vector IR 10.3 

Scalar IR (estimated directly on the signal) 1.9 

Noise signal with equivalent spectral envelope: 

Vector IR 1.9 

Scalar IR (estimated directly on the signal) 1.6  

 

                                                 
iii The spectral envelope parameters for the colored noise signal were estimated using 

Linear Prediction (LP) with 8 filter coefficients.  
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We can effectively reduce the dimension of the geometrical representation by 

retaining IR values only above 0.05 (0.1). After data reduction we end up with vector IR 

of the colored noise signal being identically zero. The values of vector IR for the original 

cheering signal are 8.5 (8.0) for the two threshold levels, respectively.  Figure 10 shows 

the first four basis vectors s of the spectral log-magnitude data. It can be seen, by visual 

comparison to the spectrogram in Figure 8, that the first component corresponds to an 

average overall spectral envelope and the next basis vectors roughly capture the 

spectral patterns that contain peaks around 1000, 3000 and 6000 Hz. 

 

Figure 10: Four spectral magnitude basis functions. 

 

The amount of structure (IR) of their respective expansion coefficients can be read off 

the graph in Figure 9. 
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Sound Effects: characterization of natural sounds using IR 

 

Next example presents a possible application of IR analysis as a descriptor for 

complex sounds such as natural sounds and sound effect. It is geared towards 

characterization of the signal according to its average “complexity” or an overall 

amount of activity that occurs in signal, considered as a stationary sound texture. In 

Figure 12 we present the distribution several types of sound effects in the IR – Energy 

plane. The IR analysis was preformed using cepstral features excluding the first energy 

related coefficient, which was used for the Energy estimation. Cepstrum [Oppenheim] 

is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of a logarithm of the absolute value of 

Fourier transform of the signal . IR estimation was done using 

30 cepstral coefficients, frames of 512 samples with 50 percent overlap, power spectral 

estimation using Welsh method with 64 FFT bins.   

1[ ] {log(| { [ ]} |)}X i x n−= F F

 

 

Figure 11: Energy and IR distribution of different natural sounds. 
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The reason for choice of cepstral representation was twofold: first, cepstral analysis 

allows separation (deconvolution) of the harmonic details of the spectrum from the 

overall spectral envelope shape by retaining the lower cepstral coefficientsiv.  This 

allows a control of which part of spectral information is actually considered for IR 

analysis. The second advantage is that data reduction is done prior to the decorrelation 

step allowing more efficient computation on a lower dimensional signals. We shall 

compare the two methods in the next section on musical anticipation analysis.   

One may note in Figure 11 that the sounds tend to have plausible energy and IR or 

“anticipation” characteristics. For instance, fire sounds are most noise-like with little 

variation in energy versus phone ringing that is highly “anticipated”. Car crash, glass 

break and cheering seem to have intermediate levels of IR, with car crash having most 

variability in terms of its energyv. 

 

 

Anticipatory Listening and Music Applications 
 
In this section we reach what may be the most interesting and speculative application of 

the IR method, exploring the relation between IR measure and the concepts of auditory 

and musical anticipation [Meyer]. In previous sections we applied IR analysis to 

complete signals, deriving a single number that described the structural / anticipation 

property of a sound segment, such as a short sample of sound effect or natural sound. 

The act of listening to longer audio signals or music cannot be summarized into a single 

“anticipation number”. Accordingly, we extend the method of IR analysis by applying 

                                                 
iv The first coefficient is treated separately since it contains log-energy of the signal. 
 
v Variability here is considered in terms of variability across different samples or 
different instances sounds from the same class. It is not related to the variability of 
spectral contents or spectral anticipation that is analyzed by IR. 
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it in time varying fashion over larger segments, to be called macro-frames. The 

geometrical representation is spectral envelopes represented by cepstral coefficients, as 

explained below. These cepstral vectors are grouped into macro-frames and each macro 

frame is submitted to IR analysis, resulting in a single IR value. When the IR graph is 

plotted against time, one obtains a graph of IR evolution over the course of the musical 

signal, to be called anticipation profile. This evolution may be used in analysis of 

complex audio signals or even musical pieces. Using different setups of analysis 

parameters, short term IR analysis could be used to analyze affective vocalizations 

[Slaney],[SpeechComm] or musical sounds [Scheirer]. For vocalization analysis we used 

IR analysis frames 1 second long with 75 percent overlap between adjacent fames, while 

for music analysis we use longer IR analysis frame, varying from 3 seconds for solo or 

chamber instrumental music and up to 3 minutes for complex orchestral textures, with 

50 to 75 percent overlap. The extent to which detailed spectral information of individual 

pitches and partials should be taken into account depends on the nature of the musical 

signal. Our experience shows that fine spectral detail should not be included for 

complex orchestral textures where these are extremely variable. Accordingly, we chose 

to use lower cepstral features as smooth spectral envelope representation for the IR 

analysis.  It should be noted that the analysis system is not designed or intended to 

provide a targeted response in terms of criteria such as affective classification, musical 

segmentation or specific audio content analysis. The purpose of this small toy 

application is to demonstrate the utility of IR analysis (and the concepts of spectral 

anticipation) in small realistic situations. 

Figure 12 presents the results of IR analysis for musical excerpt of Schumann Piano 

Quartet E-flat Major I. The music contains three sections with sustained string cords 

that end with piano phrases and a faster final Tutti section. The vector IR analysis was 

performed twice using 30 cepstral and 30 magnitude spectral basis components, both 

estimated over signal frames of 20 milliseconds. The macro-frame for IR analysis was 
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three seconds long with 75 percent overlap between successive analysis frames. Figure 

12 shows the spectral and cepstral and vector IR results overlaid on top of the signal 

spectrogram.  

 

  
Figure 12: Music analysis: graph of anticipation profile (estimated by Vector IR) using 
cepstral (solid) and spectral magnitude (dot) features, displayed over a spectrogram of 

musical excerpt (Schumann Piano Quartet E-flat Major). 

 

It can be seen that both methods provide quite similar graphs. Varying the order 

of the model (changing the data reduction or cepstral liftering number) between 20 

and 60 components seems to have little effect on the results, indicating that the 

system is quite robust to changes in representation detail. 

 

Anticipation Modeling and Emotional Force 

 

It is apparently difficult to evaluate from previous example the significance of the IR 

method for music analysis since the comparison of vector IR to musical contents is 
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based on individual judgments of musical anticipation. In recent experiment, data 

concerning human emotional response to music was collected during concerts 

[McAdams et al, 2002]. The judgments were recorded by the subjects for the Emotional 

Force (EF) scale, where they were to continually rate the force of their emotional 

reaction to the piece at each moment on a scale from "Very Weak" to "Very Strong". As a 

result, the obtained audio recordings and listener responses were aligned in time. This 

allowed us, among other things, to test the IR in relation to human reactions. Figure 13 

presents the graphs of IR analysis for two version of the experimental piece.  

 

 

 

Figure 13: Graphs representing human judgments of Emotional Force (Red) 
and IR analysis (blues) of audio recordings of two musical performances. 
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It was found that correlation of the IR data and the Emotional Force were 63% and 

47% for top and bottom graphs, respectively. Combined with additional signal features 

such as signal energy, a very high correspondence was found between signal 

information analysis and Emotional Force judgments. Full details of the experiments 

and the additional information analysis methods will appear elsewhere [Dubnov et al., 

2005]. 

 

Thoughts about self-supervised brain processing architecture 

 

We would like to consider briefly in this section the possible relations between 

anticipation analysis and self-supervised architectures of brain processing, in relation to 

higher cognitive aspects of musical information processing. One such architecture that 

was suggested for emotional processing assumes an existence of two separate brain 

mechanisms that interact in analysis of complex information; Fast brain that deals 

primarily with pre-processing of sensory information, forming perceptions from the 

stream of constantly impinging sensory excitations. We consider the computational 

aspects of this fast brain to be related to basic pattern recognition actions, such as 

classification, data reduction and feature extraction. The second component, the so-

called slow brain, interacts with the fast brain by performing appraisal of the fast brain 

performance. Anticipation could be one type of such appraisal, i.e. evaluating the utility 

of the perception for predicting the future. The architecture is described in Figure 14. 

This model offers a level of self-supervision, allowing higher control such as excitation 

or inhibition of fast brain functions. 
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Figure 14: Information processing architecture that considers emotion 
as a self-supervision communication between the brain and the self 

 

We assume that the modeling and learning of signal properties performed by the 

“fast brain” are responsible for generating signal representation in terms of sequences 

of salient acoustic features. Specifically, fast brain processing might be responsible for 

performing operations that would be parallel to transforming, filtering, data reduction 

and subspace projection parts in our analysis, meant to convert the incoming sound 

stream into sequences of features.  The “slow brain” aspect of the model performs 

appraisal of the fast brain function by allowing anticipation and evaluation of the extent 

to which it “explains” the signal (parallel to the reduction in uncertainty due to 

prediction of future feature values in our model). More broadly speaking, this appraisal 

assigns a score to the fast brain functions according to what appears a natural criterion 

of considering the “amount of information that each feature delivers when its new 

sample is made available to the listener”.  When the signal has great variability and 

features carry significant information for prediction purposes, the performance of the 

fast brain is appraised as being efficient in terms of capturing or “understanding” the 

signal structure. When the signal has little variability or the prediction is hardly 

effective, there is a little utility to the fast brain processing.  Slow brain reports this 

situation as being of little interest and lack of signal structure.  
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It should be noted that the amount of information contained in signal features is 

commonly evaluated for speech or vision according to their classification performance. 

Features are said to be informative if they have significant mutual information with the 

class labels, i.e. looking at the features is in high probability indicative of the signal 

class. In music, classification or pattern recognition are used only as the first step in 

audio information processing, aimed at deriving the initial representation for the audio 

signal. It is only natural to assume that anticipation, rather then recognition, is the 

appropriate task for music information processing. In other words, information contents 

for music signals should be measured not by mutual information between signal 

features and a set of signal labels (recognition task), but as mutual information between 

past and present features (anticipation task). This parallel between information signal 

analysis and emotional brain model suggests that certain correlates should indeed exist 

between the proposed information signal analysis methods and higher cognitive 

functions.   

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper described a new measure for evaluation of randomness in case of 

complex signals based on the notion of anticipation. The signals are modeled using 

geometrical representation, such as subspace representation or as sequence of spectral 

features in some audio basis. The amount of structure is estimated by evaluating the 

extent to which the uncertainty  (entropy) of a variable is reduced by prediction of its 

next values based on its past. We call this anticipation measure Information Rate (IR). It 

was shown that in a simple scalar case, reduction in uncertainty due to anticipation is 

closely related to measure or signal “whiteness”, the so-called Spectra Flatness Measure. 

It was shown also that for multivariate or vector case, the amount structure or noise 

could be estimated from information rates of the constituent components if these 
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components are statistically independent. An algorithm for estimation of vector 

information rate was presented and tested for estimation of spectral envelope structure 

for several natural sounds and musical recordings. Applications for audio signal 

characterization and music analysis were presented and discussed. Moreover, relation 

of the method to higher cognitive processing was shown, such as judgments of 

emotional force when listening to music. We believe that the anticipation principle 

together with its accompanying practical algorithms for estimation of IR offer a valuable 

new measure for sound complexity. This measure resolves several ill-defined aspects of 

the structure vs. noise problem and offers new methods for analysis of dynamical 

properties of sound features. Moreover, anticipation measure might be related to more 

general aspects of appraisal or self-supervision of information processing systems, 

including some architectures of emotional brain processing.   
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Appendix: 

 

Given a signal with power spectrum ( )S ω , SFM is defined as  
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Rewriting it as a discrete sum gives 
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which shows that SFM can be viewed as the ratio between the geometric and 

arithmetic means of signal spectra, thus being positive and less or equal to one. SFM 

equals one only if all spectrum values are equal, thus meaning a flat spectrum or a 

white noise signal. 

 

 

A.1 Information Redundancy 

Given a random variable x, with probability distribution f(x), the entropy of the 

distribution is defined as [Cover] 

∫−= dxxfxfxH )(log)()(  

For the joint distribution of two variables , the joint entropy is defined as 21 , xx

∫−= 21212121 ),(log),(),( dxdxxxfxxfxxH  
The average amount of information that the variable  carries about  is 

quantified by the mutual information  

1x 2x

),()()(),( 212121 xxHxHxHxxI −+=  
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Generalization of the mutual information for the case of n variables is  

),...,,()(),...,,( 21
1

21 n

n

i
in xxxHxHxxxI −= ∑

=  

This function measures the average amount of common information contained in 

variables . Using the mutual information we define marginal information 

redundancy (sometimes called just Information Redundancy or IR) to be the difference 

between the common information contained in the variables  and the set 

, i.e. the additional amount of information that is added when one more 

variable is observed.  

nxxx ,...,, 21

nxxx ,...,, 21

121 ,...,, −nxxx

 

),...,,(),...,,(),...,,( 1212121 −−= nnn xxxIxxxIxxxρ  
 

Since in our application we are considering time ordered samples, this redundancy 

measure corresponds to the rate of growth of the common information as a function of 

time. It can be shown that the following relation exists between redundancy and 

entropy 

 

),...,,|()(),...,,( 12121 −−= nnnn xxxxHxHxxxρ  

 

This shows that redundancy is the difference between the entropy (or uncertainly) 

about isolated  and the reduced uncertainty of  if we know its past.  In information 

theoretic terms, and assuming a stationary process, this measure equals to the 

difference between the entropy of the marginal distribution of the process  and the 

entropy rate of the process, equally for all n.  

nx nx

nx

 

A.2 The relation between SFM and IR 
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In order to assess the amount of structure present in a signal in terms of its 

information content, we observe the following relations between signal spectrum and 

its entropy. Entropy of a “white” Gaussian random variable is given by  

 
2 1 1( ) ln 2 ln( ( ) ) ln 2

2 2xH x e S d eπ σ ω ω
π

= = +∫ π , 

 

while the entropy rate of a Gaussian process (the so called Kolmogorov-Sinai 

Entropy) is given by  

 

1 1 1
1 1 1( ) lim ( ,..., ) lim ( | ,..., ) ln ( ) ln 2
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According to the previous section, IR is defined as a difference between the marginal 

entropy and entropy rate of the signal x(t), )()( xHxH r−=ρ . Inserting the expressions 

for entropy and entropy rate, one arrives at the following relation 
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One can see equally that IR is equal one half of a logarithm of SFM. 

 

 

A.3 Vector IR as sum of independent component scalar IR 

 

Given a linear transformation X AS=  between blocks of the original data (signal 

frame of feature vector X) and its expansion coefficients S, the entropy relations 

between the data and coefficients is ( ) ( ) log | det( ) |H X H S A= + . For a sequence of data 
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vectors we evaluate the conditional IR as the difference between the entropy of the last 

block and its entropy given the past vectors (this is a conditional entropy, which 

becomes entropy rate in the limit of an infinite past). Using the standard definition of 

mutli-information for signal samples 1... nLx x ,  

1 2 1
1

( , ,... ) ( ) ( ,..., )
Ln

L i
i

LnI X X X H x H x x
=

= −∑ , 

we write the vector IR as  
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This shows that the vector IR can be evaluated from the difference of the entropy of 

the last block and the conditional entropy of that block given its past. Using the 

transform relation one can equivalently express vector IR as a difference in entropy and 

conditional entropy of the transform coefficients 1 1( ,..., ) ( ) ( | ,..., )n
L L L LX X H S H S S Sρ −= −  

(note that the dependence upon determinant of A is cancelled by subtraction). If there 

are no dependencies across different coefficients and the only dependencies are within 

the each coefficient sequence as a function of time (i.e. the trajectory of each coefficient 

is time dependent but the coefficients between themselves are independent), we arrive 

at the relation 
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Combining these equations give the desired result 
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